
Negligent Misrepresentation Summary  

 

Negligent Misstatements under Tort Law: 

- An actionable misrepresentation under tort law: 

o A person may owe a duty to take reasonable care not to provide to another person misleading 

information or advice that causes pure economic loss. 

- Elements: 

o The representation must be of a fact. 

o The representation must be false. 

o The representation must be made by a party of the contract to another party of the contract, unless an 

exception to the doctrine of privity applies. 

o The plaintiff must have been induced to enter into the contract as a result of the misrepresentation by 

the defendant.  

 

- Remedies available for negligent misstatements under tort law: 

o Compensatory Damages: Money awarded to a plaintiff to compensate for damages, injury, or another 

incurred loss. 

o Aggravated Damages: Damages awarded by a court to reflect the exceptional harm done to a plaintiff of 

a tort action. 

o Exemplary/Punitive Damages: Seek to punish and make an example of the wrongdoer in order to deter 

others from the same wrongful conduct. 

 

 

 

 

Hedley Byrne & Co Ltd v Heller & Partners Ltd [1964] AC 465 

House of Lords 
FACTS: 

- Hedley (a firm) wanted to know if it would be advisable to extend credit to a customer, Easipower. 

- Hedley asked Heller whether it would be advisable.  

- Heller advised Hedley that it was appropriate to extend credit to Easipower.  

- Hedley extended credit and Easipower went out of business.  

- Hedley sued Heller. 

ISSUE: 
- Did Heller owe Hedley a duty of care? 

HELD:  
- The court found that the relationship between the parties was "sufficiently proximate" as to create a duty of care.  

- It was reasonable for them to have known that the information that they had given would likely have been relied 

upon for entering into a contract of some sort. This would give rise, the court said, to a "special relationship", in 

which the defendant would have to take sufficient care in giving advice to avoid being liable for negligence.  

- However, on the facts, the disclaimer was found to be sufficient enough to discharge any duty created by Heller's 

actions. 

- Test: 

o There must be a duty of care based on a “special relationship” between the representor and the 

representee. 

o The representation in question must be untrue, inaccurate, or misleading.  

o The representor must have acted negligently in making said misrepresentation. 

o The representee must have relied in a reasonable manner, on said negligent misrepresentation. 

o The reliance must have been detrimental to the representee in the sense that damages resulted. 



Definitions: 

- Economic Torts: A tort dealing with the occasioning of harm by the intentional interference with another’s 

economic interests. 

- Purely Economic Loss: A form of actionable harm being financial detriment which is not a consequence of any 

physical personal injury or property damage suffered by the plaintiff. 

- Negligent Misrepresentation: A statement of fact, advice or opinion made in a business context which is 

inaccurate or misleading. 

o Where the representor knew/ought to have known the representation would be relied upon, the 

representor owes the representee a duty of care. 

o People whose business or profession it is to provide info/advice of a kind requiring a degree of 

skill/knowledge, owe a special duty of care to persons whom they know will rely on that info/advice. 

 

Liability for Negligent Misstatements Causing Purely Economic Loss: 

- No statement can cause loss unless and until it is relied upon. 

 

Tepko Pty Ltd v Water Board (2001) 206 CLR 1 
High Court of Australia 
FACTS: 

- Companies owned or controlled by one of the plaintiffs (Mr Neal) owned rural land. They decided to have the land 

rezoned and subdivided for development. 

- One of the companies obtained a bank loan. Before getting the required development approvals from the local 

council, the companies had to arrange for the land to be connected to the water supply at their own expense. 

- The water board did not usually provide developers with estimators of the cost of connection, but after many 

enquiries by or on behalf of Mr Neal, it estimated the total cost of connection to be about $2.5 million.  

- Because of the high cost of water connection, the bank decided that the proposed development was not 

economically viable. It appointed a receiver to Mr Neal’s company. 

- The development did not go ahead, and the land was sold off to repay the loan. At far below the amount it would 

have been worth if it had been subdivided. The water board later found out that the total cost of water supply 

would have been much less than $2.5 million. 

- The companies sued the water board, alleging that they had suffered substantial losses as a result of the Board’s 

negligence in estimating the connection costs. 

ISSUE: 
- Did the water board owe a duty to Mr Neal and his companies to make an accurate assessment of the cost of the 

connection to the water supply? 

HELD:  
- The water board did not owe a duty to Mr Neal and companies. 

- ‘The circumstances here were not such as to make it reasonable for Mr Neal to rely upon the ball park figure to 

meet the bank’s demands for a costing estimate…The relationship between the water board and Mr Neal was one 

in which the Board was a reluctant participant; the water board did not wish to give Mr Neal information and it 

resisted giving it until eventually it caved in’ – Gleeson CJ, Gummow and Hayne JJ. 



- Special Skill: If the defendant is, or professes to be, an expert in the field in which he or she is giving information 

or advice, and the plaintiff is not, then there is strong grounds for saying that it would be reasonable for the 

plaintiff to rely on the defendant’s expertise rather than trusting in his or her own judgement. 

- Request: In most cases, the plaintiff will have requested the information or advice given by the defendant, 

however, the existence of a request is neither necessary nor sufficient for the existence of a duty of care. 

- Financial Interest: If the defendant stands to gain financially if the plaintiff relies on that statement, which is 

sufficient to give rise to a duty of care. 

- Disclaimers of Liability and Assumption of Responsibility:  

o The defendant may exclude liability by disclaiming responsibility for any statements that he or she 

makes. 

o The assumption of responsibility is simply one factor to be consider in regards to liability and is often 

explained in terms of the plaintiff’s vulnerability. 

Mutual Life & Citizens’ Assurance Co Ltd v Evatt (1970) 122 CLR 628 

Privy Council  
FACTS: 

- The plaintiff sought investment advice from the defendant, and insurance company. The company in which he 

intended to invest was a co-subsidiary of the company from which he sought the advice. 

- The insurance company negligently advised that its co-subsidiary was a sound investment, which it was not. 

- Acting on the advice, the plaintiff invested in the company and lost his money. He sued the defendant insurance 

company, claiming its negligent advice had caused his loss. 

ISSUE: 
- Did the defendant owe the plaintiff a duty to take reasonable care in advising him about whether is co-subsidiary 

was a sound investment? 

HELD:  
- The defendant insurance company did not owe the plaintiff a duty to take care in giving advice because it did not 

have, nor had it professed to have, special skill in the giving of investment advice. 

Shaddock v Parramatta City Council [No1] (1981) 150 CLR 225 

High Court of Australia  
FACTS: 

- The plaintiff company intended to purchase land for redevelopment. Its solicitor telephoned the defendant 

council to inquire whether there were any road widening proposals that would affect the land. He was told that 

there were not. 

- Later, the solicitor sent a form to the council, asking again whether any road widening proposals affected the 

land; the council returned the form without any indication that there were any relevant road widening proposals.  

- The plaintiff company bought the land. 

- In fact, the council had approved road widening proposals affecting the land, which affected its value. 

- The plaintiff sued the defendant council, alleging that its loss had been caused by the council’s negligent advice 

that there were no road widening proposals affecting the land. 

ISSUE: 
- Did the defendant council owe a duty of care to take reasonable care in response to its inquiries about the road 

widening proposals? 

HELD:  
- The defendant council did owe the plaintiff a duty of care, and had breached that duty. 
- The council was said to have a special skill with respect to the information sought. 
- Judges preferred Barwick CJ’s view in Evatt that special skill is not a separate requirement but simply one of the 

factors affecting the issue of reasonable reliance. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Derring Lane Pty Ltd v Fitzgibbon (2007) 16 VR 563 
Supreme Court of Victoria  
FACTS: 

- The plaintiff bought a commercial property for an agreed price, plus GST. The seller of the property engaged the 

defendant to make a valuation of the property for the purpose of calculating what GST would be payable under 

an arrangement known as a margin scheme. 

- The defendant gave the seller a valuation report and provided a copy to the plaintiff. The valuation contained an 

extensive disclaimer, which included the following sentence: ‘This valuation is for the use only of the party whom 

it is addressed. No responsibility is accepted to any third party who may use or rely on the whole or any part of 

the content of this valuation’.  

- The plaintiff paid GST calculated on the basis of the defendant’s valuation but then sued the defendant, claiming 

that he had negligently overvalued the property. 

ISSUE: 
- Did the defendant valuer owe the plaintiff a duty of care in the light of the disclaimer of responsibility to anyone 

other than the seller? 

HELD:  
- The defendant owed a duty of care and his breach of this duty had caused the plaintiff’s loss. 
- The disclaimer did not operate to negate the existence of a duty of care.  
- The defendant knew that the property he was valuing was to be sold, knew that both seller and buyer would rely 

on his valuation for the purposes of calculating GST, and knew that the seller of the property has asked for the 
valuation at the plaintiff’s request. 



- To whom is the duty owed? 

o Where the plaintiff is not the immediate recipient of the information or advice given by the defendant, 

but has received it via some intermediary, the fear of indeterminate liability has led the courts to take a 

restrictive approach, often denying that a duty is owed.  

 

 

San Sebastian Pty Ltd v Minister Administering the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (1986) 162 CLR 340 

High Court of Australia  
FACTS: 

- The Sydney City Council published plans for the redevelopment of the inner city suburb of Woolloomooloo. The 

plans had been developed by the State Planning Authority. 

- The plaintiff companies bought properties in Woolloomooloo, and they suffered considerable losses when the 

Sydney City Council dropped the redevelopment plans when it became apparent that they were unworkable. 

- The plaintiffs sued the council and the Planning Authority, alleging that their negligence in preparing and 

publishing the plans had caused their losses.  

ISSUE: 
- Did the council and the Planning Authority owe a duty of care to the plaintiffs, who had relied on the 

redevelopment plans? 

HELD:  
- If the appellants’ case was to succeed they must establish at least: 

 That the alleged representation was made. 

 That the Authority and the Council made the representation with the intention of inducing 

members of the class of developers to act in reliance on the misrepresentation. 

o The appellants failed to establish the first matter as the redevelopment plan contained no feasibility 

statement, and therefore the second did not arise. 

- The documents offered no assurance about the ultimate level of development or the continuing application by the 

Council of the proposed maximum space ratios.  

- Publication of plans was intended to serve as a guide for future development. 

- The representor is under a duty of care in giving that advice or information if three conditions are satisfied: 

o If the representor realises or ought to realise that the representee will trust in his especial competence to 

give that information or advice. 

o If it would be reasonable for the representee to accept and rely on that information or advice. 

o If it is reasonably foreseeable that the representee is likely to suffer loss should the information turn out 

to be incorrect or the advice turn out to be unsound. 

Esanda Finance Corp Ltd v Peat Marwick Hungerfords (Reg) (1997) 188 CLR 241 

High Court of Australia  

FACTS: 
- The plaintiff lent money to a company named Excel, relying on accounts of Excel that had been audited by the 

defendant. 

- The accounts overstated Excel’s assets, and Excel defaulted on the loan, causing loss to the plaintiff. The plaintiff 

sued the defendant to recover the money that it had lost as a result of being unable to recover the loan to Excel. 

ISSUE: 
- Did the defendant owe the plaintiff a duty to take reasonable care that any statement it made about Excel’s 

assets in the audit were accurate? 

HELD: No 
- P was not the immediate recipient of D’s statement; IE: P did not request the information. 
- D did not intend to induce P to rely on its statements. 
- Decision indicates that D will rarely owe a duty of care to a P who was not the direct recipient of D’s statement. 



 

Ta Ho Ma Pty Ltd v Allen (1999) 47 NSWLR 1 

New South Wales Court of Appeal  

FACTS: 
- The defendant, a valuer, negligently overruled a residential property. The valuation was prepared for the owner 

of the property, and it was stated to be ‘for mortgage purposes’. 

- Nine months later, the valuation was shown to the plaintiff, which relied on the valuation when agreeing to lend 

money to the property owner under a mortgage. 

- The property owner defaulted on the mortgage loan. The plaintiff took possession of the property, which was 

then sold for less than the value of the mortgage loan. 

- The plaintiff sued the defendant, alleging that its loss was caused by the defendant’s admitted negligence in 

preparing the valuation. 

ISSUE: 
- Did the defendant owe a duty to of care to subsequent mortgage borrowers, to whom it did not give the 

valuation? 

HELD:  
- The valuer did not owe the mortgagee a duty of care, despite the fact that the valuation was given ‘for mortgage 

purposes’. 
- The mortgagee had not acted reasonably in relying on a valuation that was nine months old, without making any 

further inquiries. Therefore, no duty was owed. 

Interchase Corp Ltd v CAN 010 087 573 Pty Ltd [2003] 1 Qd R 26 

Queensland Court of Appeal  

FACTS: 
- The defendant valuer negligently overvalued a retail shopping centre. The valuation was given to a development 

company, which had a contract with the owner of the shopping centre.  

- The valuation was used as the basis for sums paid by the plaintiff, the shopping centre owner, to the development 

company under the contract between them. 

- The plaintiff sued the defendant valuer, alleging that its losses were caused by the negligent valuation. 

ISSUE: 
- Did the defendant valuer owe the plaintiff a duty to of care to take reasonable care in preparing the valuation 

requested and paid for by the shopping centre? 

HELD:  
- Defendant owed a duty of care to the plaintiff. 



Liability for Negligent Acts Causing Purely Economic Loss: 

 

- Subsequent Developments - Noticeable Features: There can be liability for purely economic losses caused by 

negligent acts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Caltex Oil (Australia) Pty Ltd v The Dredge ‘Willemstad’ (1976) 136 CLR 529 

High Court of Australia  

FACTS: 
- The defendant dredge (search) negligently went off course while dredging a channel in Botany Bay. It dredged 

through a pipeline at the bottom of the bay. The pipeline was owned by Australian Oil Refining Pty Ltd (AOR). It 

carried oil from AOR’s oil refinery to the plaintiff’s oil terminal. 

- The pipeline was severed and, as a result, the plaintiff suffered considerable losses in transporting oil from AOR’s 

refinery to its terminal by road around Botany Bay. 

- The plaintiff sued the dredge, alleging that it economic loss had been caused by the negligent navigation of the 

dredge (The plaintiff proceeded against the thing that caused the damage, rather than its owner in person). 

ISSUE: 
- Did the dredge owe the plaintiff a duty to of care, who did not own the pipeline at the bottom of Botany Bay, but 

who suffered considerable loss after the pipeline was damaged? 

HELD: Yes 
- Gibbs J: D knew that the P was likely to suffer eco loss as a result of negligence. 
- Stephen J: P was within the reasonable contemplation of the D as a person likely to suffer economic loss if the 

pipelines were cut. 
- Mason J: Duty of care exists if D could reasonably foresee that a specific individual would suffer financial loss as a 

result of D’s conduct 

Perre v Apand (1999) 198 CLR 180 

High Court of Australia  

FACTS: 
- Apand was a potato crisp manufacturer who caused a South Australian potato farmer’s potatoes to be infected by 

supplying him with infected seeds. 

- Neighbouring farms were prohibited from exporting their potatoes to the profitable Western Australian market 

for a period of 5 years by reason of being located within 20km of the infected farm. 

- Perre and his neighbours sued Apand for the pure economic loss resulting from the loss of access to the Western 

Australian market. 

ISSUE: 
- Did Apand owe a duty of care to Perre and the other potato farmers to avoid damage which would cause financial 

loss to them, even if there was no connected physical injury to property or a person? 

HELD:  
- Apand was found to owe duty of care to Perre and the other potato farmers. 
- The Judges of the High Court had differing reasons for determining how a duty of care was imposed on Apand but 

all agreed that Apand should have foreseen that its supplying infected seeds to a potato farmer in South Australia 
would affect the ability of neighbour potato farmers to sell potatoes, and thus cause economic loss. 

- In order for a duty of care to exist, P must belong to a class of affected plaintiffs which is of a determinate size and 
readily ascertainable make-up. 

- P must be vulnerable - unable to protect itself from the harm suffered. 



- Vulnerability: The plaintiff’s inability to protect themselves, not merely the plaintiff’s susceptibility to loss as a 

result of the defendant’s conduct. 

 

 

Woolcock Street Investments Pty Ltd v CDG Pty Ltd (2004) 216 CLR 515 

High Court of Australia  

FACTS: 
- CDG is a firm of consulting engineers which designed footings for a warehouse and offices in Townsville. It told 

the owner that soil tests would be wise, but the owner told it to proceed without soil tests and to use structural 

footing sizes provided by the builder. After it was built the owner sold the complex to Woolcock Street 

Investments Pty Ltd. 

- Importantly, the contract of sale to Woolcock did not include any warranty that the building was free from defect. 

Additionally, the original owner did not assign any rights it may have had against others in respect of any such 

defects, nor did Woolcock inspect the building or ask tenants if there were any structural defects. 

- Over a year later it became obvious that the complex was sagging, because the footings, foundations, or both 

were settling. To fix the problem, Woolcock would need to knock down parts of the complex and rebuild them. It 

sued CDG, alleging CDG owed it a duty to take reasonable care in designing the footings for the building 

ISSUE: 
- Does an engineering firm who negligently designed foundations for a commercial building owe a duty of care to a 

subsequent purchaser of the building? 

HELD:  
- The engineering firm and the civil engineer did not owe a duty of care to Woolcock Street Investments. 

- In cases involving claims for economic loss, vulnerability is an important consideration. In this case, the majority 

held that Woolcock Street Investments could have taken steps to ensure that the sale contract contained 

warranties, or an assignment of any rights the original owner may have had, in respect of claims for defects. 

Woolcock Street Investments therefore did not rely upon the engineering firm or the civil engineer's expertise, 

nor was it vulnerable in the relevant sense. 

Barclay v Penberthy (2012) 246 CLR 256 

High Court of Australia  

FACTS: 
- Two men employed by the plaintiff dies and three other employees were injured when a light aircraft piloted by 

Penberthy, one of the defendants, crashed soon after take-off and caught fire. The plaintiff had chartered the 

plane from Pentherby’s employer.  

- The accident was caused by the loss of power to one of the engines as a result of the failure of a substitutive 

sleeve bearing designed by Barclay, another defendant. 

- The plaintiff sued the defendants, claiming that their negligence had caused it pure economic losses that it had 

suffered as a result of the death of, and injury to, its employees in the plane crash. 

ISSUE: 
- Do the Ds owe a duty of are to the P employer for harming its employees? 

HELD:  
- The pilot (Penberthy) owed P (Nautronix) a duty of care but the engineer (Barclay) did not. 
- Penberthy knew:  

o The commercial purpose of the flight and that the passengers were employed by Nautronix.  
o That Nautronix depended upon the exercise of his professional skill as a pilot for the successful. 

performance of the service for which the aircraft was chartered. 
o Nautronix was vulnerable, IE; it was unable to protect itself from the foreseeable harm of an economic 

nature caused, in part, by the pilot's negligence. 



- Transferred Loss:  

o Indeterminate liability is absent. 

o Allowing the claim merely substitutes one claimant for another without increasing the defendant’s 

liability. 

 

 

 

Seas Sapfor Forests Pty Ltd & Ors v Electricity Trust of South Australia (1996) 187LSJS 369 

High Court of Australia  

FACTS: 
- Three plaintiffs sues the defendant, alleging that it had negligently caused the Ash Wednesday bushfire in 1983. 

- The first plaintiff owned a forest that had been destroyed in the fire. 

- The second plaintiff sold and milled the timber from the forest. 

- The third plaintiff provided finance for the other two. 

- Two new plaintiffs applied to be added to the action. The proposed fourth and fifth plaintiffs had taken over the 

sale and milling of the timber after the fire. They alleged that they had suffered economic loss because the 

quantity of the timber they processed was less than it would have been if the fire had not occurred. 

ISSUE: 
- Did the defendant owe the proposed fourth and fifth plaintiffs a duty to not cause them purely economic loss? 

HELD:  
- Appeal should be dismissed.  
- Defendant did not owe the fourth and fifth plaintiffs a duty unless they could show that this was a transferred loss 

case. 

McMullin v ICI Australia Operations Pty Ltd (1997) 72 FCR 1 

High Court of Australia  

FACTS: 
- ICI had developed an insecticide for cotton plants whose active ingredient was CFZ. It was common for cattle to 

graze on cotton stubble. A number of cattle became contaminated with CFZ in this way, and it was suspected that 

other cattle, whose owners had bought cotton plants treated with CFZ, might have become contaminated.  

- Seven categories of defendant: 

1. Claimants whose cattle were contaminated while they owned them 

2. Claimants who unwittingly bought already contaminated cattle 

3. Claimants who owned meat which was found to be contaminated and therefore condemned 

4. Claimants who found that cattle in their possession (but not ownership) were contaminated and incurred 

expense for quarantine 

5. Claimants whose cattle were not contaminated but were placed in quarantine 

6. Claimants (such as feed suppliers) who suffered loss of business due to discovery of contamination 

7. Claimants who lost business because of the effect of the government controls imposed after 

contamination discovered. 

ISSUE: 
- Did the respondent owe a duty of care to any of the claimants in the 7 categories? 

HELD:  
- Category 1: Yes, loss arose from physical damage to their own property. 
- Category 2, 3 and 4: Yes, pure economic loss. 
- Category 3 and 4: Yes, Transferred loss claims. 
- Category 5, 6 and 7: No, did not form a determinate, geographically defined class. 

https://jade.barnet.com.au/Jade.html#!article=230977

